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Elian Thompson is a young orderly entrusted with caring for patients in a long-term coma ward. He
is a kind and gentle soul who lavishes loving attention on those the rest of the world has forgotten.
His life is quite boring until one night, he unwittingly brings someone home with him... A someone
that he cannot see or hear. At first, poor young Elian thinks he is going mad, but he slowly realizes
that the man haunting him is quite real, and that his intentions towards Elian are not entirely
innocent. Billionaire businessman Mason Cartwrightâ€™s body is in a coma. His soul on the other
hand, well, thatâ€™s another matter. Trapped between the living and the dead, his spirit can roam
the earth freely. He falls in love with Elian and slowly becomes obsessed with him- obsessed with
protecting him, but also with possessing him, completely.Will Elian ever find out the truth about the
â€˜ghostâ€™ that is haunting him? Will Mason ever escape from his hellish limbo? Will these two
star-crossed lovers ever get to be together?Read on to find out! This erotic story by Amelita Rae will
titillate the senses and remind you of the power of love to make the impossible; possible.~ 33,000
words
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This was a fantastic story. I loved the characters, plot, and romance suffused throughout. Amelita is

a wonderful writer. I have been following her for over a year and have never been disappointed with
any of her stories. The characters in this book are multidimensional and exciting. Their responses to
situations are unexpected but always delightful and oftentimes hysterical. Amelita has a way of
combining the light hearted with the dark and suspenseful to create a very well rounded piece of
literature. I truly enjoyed the surprise ending as love does conquer all. The Devil's Trill: A
Supernatural Yaoi Romance

Oh, this was a really good short story. I'm sucker for sweet, little twinks with big, innocent eyes and
not so innocent butts. I enjoyed the idea of this story, how they were connected, somewhat
dependent (more in Mason's case) of each other. The more I discovered this story, the more I was
curious and I couldn't wait to find out how it's going to develop and end. I was laughing, I was crying
(a little bit) and I was smiling like a loon. Amelita Rae is very talented author, she puts a lot of work,
thoughts and research in her stories, you can see it from the very first page. You just start to read
and you're stuck until you're done. I don't get it with much autors, more often than not I have to take
a break from reading, regardless of story lenght and I can be easily distracted, but when I read
something from Ms. Rae I'm in completely different world and I don't like to be pulled from it. So if
you like to step in the world of love, fluff, smut, some angst and happy ending with a really good
writing, go ahead and buy The Devil's Thrill, play a masterpiece from the title and just enjoy.

Okay seriously if there is anyone who is even remotely skeptical about reading this story, throw your
skepticism out the window and READ IT!!! I really can't get over how much I loved this story. It was
the perfect combination of "YES!" and "OH GOD NO!" and the plot was completely spanned out well
and as always from the author, the connection between the characters is so well written and deep
that you can truly feel it yourself and become so wrapped up in their romance. Yet another story
from Amelita Rae that I will be screaming about at my friends.

I followed this story on AO3 for a long time and until now I'm able to read its ending.Such a
wonderful story. The smut, the writing and character, all are well created. It must be destined love,
because no one has enough courage to love an invisible partner, while did not know whether it's
your imagination or a real ghost.Waiting for new story of you, Amelita!

This was amazing! I loved that you picked the name Elian. The additions were wonderful and I was
so happy to be able to read this full story again! It has always been one of my favourites! I highly

recommend this book to anyone! It is great if you want a good plot with your porn lol!

This is a really fun read, and one of my favorites from Amelita. The characters are given a lot of life,
and you can't help but love our young protagonist and his earnest ways. Coma stories can be really
hard to drudge through, but this one is fun with it's edge of the fantastic.

How can I not leave a review after reading this? Even if it is just a short one, I'll have to express my
thoughts after reading your story. This isn't just smut, it is very well written smut with a plot and
beautiful descriptions and characterization. I absolutely loved the description of the hospital! I was
on the verge of crying, moaning in sadness about the lives of the patients and their families.This is
definitely a story I will read more than once!! Stories like this which can make me laugh, cry, and
make my toes curl in excitement deserve to be read more than once.

This story has it all. Thrill, romance, intense smut ;) , real honest plot, characterisation that makes
me just want to eat them... Or read this over and over again and again. So really, very good return
for my money. Lol.Even though I really enjoy small tasty short morsels, this just beats them all.
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